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Abstract
　This paper examines the use of two adverbs eek and also in The Canterbury Tales.1） The origin of these words go back 
to Old English eac and eall-swa, respectively whose functions are to modify elements such as verbs or verbal phrases 
adverbially. While Old English eall-swa survived into Modern English, eac died out in the course of the history of English. 
Its Middle English reflex, eek, only survived in word forms such as ‘a nickname’. The word ‘nickname’ was as a result of 
metanalysis where an ‘eek name’, literally meaning ‘another name’ became ‘nick name’.2） In this paper an attempt is made 
to highlight the distinctive usages of eek and also in The Canterbury Tales to trace the evolution of eac and eall-swa in 
English with particuler emphasis on their usages in Middle English.
1.  The Old English usage of eac and eall-swa
　During the Old English time, both eac and eall-swa were used adverbially to denote ‘also’. Accordirg to 
the definitions given in the Dictionary of Old English (henceforth DOE), the principal usage of these adverbs 
is similar. The DOE defines eac as follows:
　‘moreover, likewise, also, even, too’.
For eall-swa, the DOE gives the following definition: 
　‘also, likewise, in addition, just the same’.
The primary usage of these adverbs is to introduce similar notions in addition to the information already 
present in the text. As indicated by the DOE definitions, eac and eall-swa in old English are synonymous to a 
large degree.
１） The text used for the analysis in this paper is: The Riverside Chaucer (Benson, 2008). 
２） Campbell (1998) defines metanalysis as follows: ‘Metanalysis is from Greek meta ‘change’ + analysis ‘analysis’, 
and as the name suggests, metanalysis involves a change in the structural analysis in the interpretation of which 
phonological material goes with which morpheme in a word or construction’ (p. 117). Campbell cites the case of 
Modern English adder, where a + nadder became an + adder with an incorrect analysis of the noun phrase construction.
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One difference exhibited by these adverbs is the frequency of occurrences. Eac is more predominant than 
eall-swa.
2.  Ek and also in the Middle English Dictionary
　We will now examine the reflexes of eac and eall-swa in Middle English, ek and also respectively.3） The 
definitions of the Middle English Dictionary (henceforth MED) show that ek and also have synonymous 
meanings. The MED has the following senses for ek and also.
　MED
　ek: adv and conj.
　1.   Introducing a sentence or an independent clause (often accompanying a sentence connective): 
moreover, likewise, in the same manner.
　2.   Modifying the predicate: too, also, in the same manner.
　3.   Connecting nouns or pronouns (often following second member): also, in addition; on the other hand.
　4.   Connecting (a) adjectives, (b) adverbial expressions.
The senses attributed to also in the MED are as follows:
　MED
　also: adv.
　 1 . a .  Connecting sentences: (a) as a simple additive: in addition, moreover, also; usu. also, rarely as; (b) 
introd. a sequel to, or an inference from, a preceding statement: and so, so, then, therefore.
　 1 . b .  Introducing the main clause of a complex sentence: (a) following a clause of manner: in the same 
manner, so also, so; (b) following a relative clause: as a consequence; (c) following a conditional clause: 
then, so; (d) following a time clause: then.
　 1 . c .  (a) As a substitute for a preceding statement: in the same manner, just so, thus; (b) leading up to a 
quotation: thus. 
　 1 . d .  As an emphatic sentence adv. [usu. without lexical equivalent in MnE]: (a) introd. a request: so, now; 
-- only as (never also); (b) introd. a statement: now; (c) within a statement; -- only as (never also).
　 2 .  With verbs: (a) connecting verb phrases, infinitives, and participles: in addition, also, too; and also, 
and..also; (b) as a verb substitute: likewise; (c) introducing an illustration.
３） The spelling in the MED is ek, which is different from the morphological form eek that appears in The Canterbury Tales. 
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According to the definitions in the MED, ek and also during the Middle English time were synonymous, 
and both words were still in use extensively to convey the meaning of ‘also’. Similar to the usages of their 
counterparts in Old English, both words were used to connect one element to another to lend an additional 
relational component to the elements connected by the words.
　The comparison of OE eac with ME ek and of OE eall-swa with ME also illustrates there have not been 
much development as far as their lexical meanings are concerned. However, as will be discussed in the 
following section, there appears to be a difference in the frequency of their use in Old English and Middle 
English.
3.  Analysis of the use of eek and also in The Canterbury Tales
　This section of the paper analyzes the use of eek and also in The Canterbury Tales to highlight the semantic 
and lexical changes that these words have undergone. The analysis was based on the followings: 3.1. the 
frequency of the usages of the words, 3.2. the synonymity of the words, 3.3. the parallelism exhibited in the 
use of the words, 3.4. preferred location of the words in sentences, and 3.5. the collocational patterns of the 
words.  
3.1.  The frequency of the usages
　There is a high frequency of the word eek in The Canterbury Tales. While there are only 164 instances 
of also, there are 327 instances of eek. This use of eek for the sense of ‘also’ prevailed till the late Middle 
English period. The tradition of OE eac was still existent in Middle English. During the Modern English time, 
however, eek died out, only to be found in use archaically and in certain special phrases. The word nickname 
is an example of such, which developed from ‘an eke name’.
　The Canterbury Tales shows some variant forms of eek, which is eke. There are only 15 instances of eke 
as compared to 312 of eek. There are some variant forms of also as well, with seven instances of als and one 
instance of alswa. The variant form alswa exhibits more resemblance to OE eall-swa.
3.2.  The synonymity of eek and also
　In this section, an attempt is made to illustrate some of the uses of eek and also that highlight the 
synonymous features of these words. In many instances, both eek and also were observed to have been in 
use on the same line of the text analyzed. There are five such occurrences. In all of these instances eek is the 
adverb first used and also is the second adverb. Therefore, the use of also appears to be subsidiary to eek, and 
solely inserted for the purpose of rhyming. Here are some of the examples:
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　-And eek with peyne that love me yiveth also
　(Knight’s Tale: 4394）)
　-He sent his knave and eek his wenche also
　(Miller’s Tale: 523)
　-And eek also wheras he saugh thimage
　(Prioress’s Tale: 71)
　-Ye fadres and ye modres eek also
　(Physician’s Tale: 93)
　-And eek the false empoysoner also
　(Pardoner’s Tale: 608) 
In all the examples above, the use of eek is sufficient to convey the intended meaning. However, also is 
redundantly added at the end of the lines. This is believed to have been done to provide a rhyming effect. We 
will examine some of the citations in detail:
　　His owene hand he made laddres thre,
　　To clymben by the ronges and the stalkes
　　Unto the tubbes hangynge in the balkes,
　　And hem vitailled, bothe trogh and tubbe,
　　With breed, and chese, and good ale in a jubbe,
　　Suffisynge right ynogh as for a day.
　　But er that he hadde maad al this array,
　　He sente his knave, and eek his wenche also,
　　Upon his nede to London for to go.
　　(Miller’s Tale: 517-524)
In the citation above, eek and also are used in the same line and their functions are the same. Both words are 
used to introduce a new element ‘his wench’, in addition to the aforementioned ‘his knave’. Here, both words 
modify ‘his wenche’ adverbially, and therefore it is not necessary to have both the adverbs. Either one of eek 
or also alone would have sufficed. Also here is believed to have been inserted here to rhyme with ‘go’ in the 
４） The lineation of the citations follow the lineation for texts in Benson (1988). 
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subsequent line.
　In the citation below on line 505, also appears immediately after eek. The purpose of its usage is to 
introduce an additional place where the boy goes to, apart from scole, ‘school’.
　Among thise children was a wydwes sone,
　A litel clergeon, seven yeer of age,
　That day by day to scole was his wone,
　And eek also, where as he saugh th’ ymage
　Of Cristes mooder, hadde he in usage,
　As hym was taught, to knele adoun and seye
　His Ave Marie, as he goth by the weye.
　(Prioress’s Tale: 502-508)
In this instance, either eek or also can be considered redundant as the use of both words is unnecessary. In the 
next example from Physician’s Tale, eek also is also observed.
　For whoso dooth, a traitour is, certeyn.
　And taketh kep of that that I shal seyn:
　Of alle tresons sovereyn pestilence
　Is whan a wight bitrayseth innocence.
　Ye fadres and ye moodres eek also,
　Though ye han children, be it oon or mo,
　Youre is the charge of al hir surveiaunce,
　Whil that they been under youre governaunce.
　(Physician’s Tale: 89-96)
From the examples of the use of eek also, we can deduce that ‘eek also’ might have been used as a set phrase 
in Middle English. This construction is similar to se þe in Old English, where both words have similar 
functions.
　The question that could be asked is whether the use of also is solely meant for rhyme. In the case of 
Prioress’s Tale, also does not occur in a rhyming position, while in the case of Physician’s Tale, the word 
occurs in a rhyming position. Given the high frequency of the occurrences where also occurs in the rhyming 
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position, it is plausible to assume that the use of also at the end of lines was mainly intended for rhyme.
3.3.  The parallel use of eek and also
　The Canterbury Tales provides instances wherein eek and also show a certain parallelism in their usages, 
which leads us to believe that they are synonymous. One example is an interchangeable use of eek and also in 
a similar sentence structure. They both appear in Reeve’s Tale, in close proximity; on lines 4091 and 4160. In 
the quotation below, either eek or also can be used without altering the intended meaning. 
　By goddes herte he sal nat scape us bathe
　Why nadstow pit the capul in the lathe
　Ilhayl by god Aleyn thou is a fonne
　This sely clerkes han ful faste yronne
　Toward the fen bothe Aleyn and eek Iohn
　And whan the miller saugh that they were gon
　He half a busshel of hir flour hath take
　And bad his wyf go knede it in a cake
　(Reeve’s Tale: 4087-4094)
And eek is used to introduce an additional element ‘Iohn’, thus the relevent structure is ‘Aleyn and eek Iohn’. 
In the citation below, also is used instead, but the phrasal structure is the same: ‘Aleyn and also Iohn’.
　The cradel at hir beddes feet is se
　To rokken and to yeve the child to souke
　And whan that dronken al was in the crouke
　To bedde went the doghter right anon
　To bedde gooth Aleyn and also Iohn
　Ther nas na more hem nedede no dwale
　This miller hath so wisly bibbed ale
　That as an hors he snorteth in his sleep
　Ne of his tayl bihinde he took no keep
　(Reeve’s Tale: 4156-4164)
These two different, yet similar usages of eek and also shows the compatibility of these words and how they 
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were interchangeable in denoting the adverbial sense ‘also’. These excerpts from Reeve’s Tales validate the 
fact that eek and also were interchangeable and used synonymously. 
3.4.  The predominant use of also at the end of lines
　One striking difference in the usage of eek and also is that also displays a high frequency of appearance 
at the end of lines. Out of 164 instances of also, there are 65 instances where it falls at the end of lines. Its 
frequency is 39.6 percent. Conversely eek shows a significantly lower frequency of appearance at the end of 
lines. There are only three such instances where eek appears at the end of lines out of 327 instances of eek. Its 
frequency is 0.09 percent. A preference of also over eek is illustrated in the following quotation from Miller’s 
Tale. 
　His owene hand he made laddres thre,
　To clymben by the ronges and the stalkes
　Unto the tubbes hangynge in the balkes,
　And hem vitailled, bothe trogh and tubbe,
　With breed, and chese, and good ale in a jubbe,
　Suffisynge right ynogh as for a day.
　But er that he hadde maad al this array,
　He sente his knave, and eek his wenche also,
　Upon his nede to London for to go.
　(Miller’s Tale: 3624-3632)
In the extract, both eek and also modify ‘his wenche’. They are interchangeable and would not alter the 
meaning conveyed even if these words were replaced by each other. Theoretically, the line could have 
been: ‘He sente his knave, and also his wench eek’, and still could have had a similar semantic effect. The 
preference for also could be attributed to the sound feature of its syllable: also might be more rhymable than 
eek. 
3.5.  The collocational pattern of  and eek
　In The Canterbury Tales, eek exhibits a high frequency in the collocational pattern of and eek. Out of the 
327 instances of the use of eek, there are 211 instances in the form of and eek. The ratio is 64 percent of the 
total occurrences of eek. Conversely, out of 164 instances of the use of also, there are only 19 instance of and 
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also whereby also is preceded by and. The frequency of its use is only 11.6 percent.
　In the frequent pattern of and eek, the adverb eek precedes the element that it modifies. Whereas in the case 
of and also, also tend to follow the element it modifies. Thus, there is a distinctive difference in the structural 
pattern between the use of these synonymous words.
　When we observe the collocational pattern of OE eac, we find the collocational pattern of and eek is 
nothing new.  In Old English, a similar phrase is observed.  Its tradition can be traced to Old English. 
According to the web Corpus of Old English, there are 41 matches with the collocation of ond eac. The 
following is an example:
　 Ond eac þa diofla þe hie an simbel weorþedon hi amirdon, <toeacan> þæm oþrum monigfealdum bismrum 
þe hi him lærende wæron, þæt hie ne cuþan angitan þæt hit Godes wracu wæs; ac heton þa biscepas þæt 
hie sædon ðæm folce þæt heora godas him wæron irre, to þon þæt hie him þa git swiþor ofreden & bloten 
þonne hie ær dyden. (The Old English Orosius: 0070 (4.87.28))
In both Old English and Middle English, when this collocational pattern is observed, there tends to be a 
sentential break, which divides the elements before and after the phrase ond eac/and eek. In contrast to ond 
eac, the combination of ond eall-swa is not attested in Old English. The collocational pattern of and eek, the 
usage of which goes back to Old English, seems to have continued in Middle English. However, this practice 
eventually stopped and was replaced by the phrase ‘and also’.
4.  Conclusion
　The analysis of the usages of eek and also in The Canterbury Tales illustrated the practice that continued 
from Old English as well as a change in their usage in Middle English. The more predominant word for the 
sense ‘also’ in Old English was eac rather than eall-swa. This preference was still evident in The Canterbury 
Tales. This was, in particular, portrayed in its historical continuation of the fixed expression of OE ond eac 
and the inherited ME and eek. The Old English tradition of ond eac was strongly visible in ME and eek.
　The preservation of the Old English practice was countered by some changes. The study of eek and also in 
The Canterbury Tales revealed an increased usage of also and a reduced usage of eek. In comparison to the 
number of occurrences of eek (x327), the number of occurrences of also was nearly half (x164). This is a huge 
increase compared to the prevalent use of eall-swa in Old English. 
　The rise of also as an adverb denoting ‘also’ may have been encouraged by the flourishing rhyming 
practices in Middle English. The phonological ending of /oː/ in also may also have been beneficial in rhyming 
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than eek with its phonological ending of /eːk/. The high frequency of also appearing at the end of lines 
resulted with a high percentage of 39.6 percent for cases where also appears at the end of a line.
　Moreover, this study also proved that eek and also exhibit the high degree of synonymity. Their sentential 
and collocational patterns showed they were interchangeable to a great degree. Despite their synonymity, this 
study also portrayed the periodical phase in the change of OE eac/ME eek and OE eall-swa/ME also. ME eek 
was undergoing a waning process in Middle English, while also was gaining its status as an adverb denoting 
the sense ‘also’, which later transformed into Modern English also.
　The study of eek and also in The Canterbury Tales  also implicated that during the late Middle English 
period, there was a battle between ME eke and ME also for the status of being a prototypical adverb for the 
sense of ‘also’. Despite the ongoing battel between ME eke and ME also, neither word had yet gained the 
ultimate status for the notion of ‘also’. A further analysis of these words at later stages of English could yield 
a better understanding of their evolution.
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